Taming embeddings of certain polyhedra.
If PQK are polyhedra, we say there is an elementary C(X)-construction from P to K, written P Ce(X) / , K 1 if there exists a pair (<B(x)> x) which is PL homeomorphic to (C(X), X), where C(X) denotes the cone over a polyhedron X, such that (1) i=?ue(x), (2) x=Pne(x), and (3) P is link collapsible on x and C1(P-x) =-P. A polyhedron K is said to be C{B)-constructible from P, written P C{B) /K, if there is a finite sequence, pc«xi> fp^.txt) /<p % c.ixi) f . . . ax^^R, of elementary constructions from P to K where each Xi is a PL ball. Similarly, K is said to be C(S)-constructible from P, written P C W /K, if there is such a finite sequence where each Xi is a PL sphere. A P-nice polyhedron K has the property that P C^B^> /L C(^8) /K. A 23-nice polyhydron, B a ball, is simply called a wice polyhedron. An embedding ƒ of a polyhedron P into a polyhedron Q is isotopically tame if there is an isotopy e« of Q such that e<> = 1 and erf is PL. The embedding ƒ is e-tame if for any e>0 there is an isotopy e t of Q such that £ 0 = 1, erf is PL, dist (x, *(*))<€ for all *GQand *| Q-N ( (f(P)) = 
CONJECTURE rj 2 (n, k, m). Let D n C.E n be a locally flat n-cell and let R and R' be regular neighborhoods of I m XP~m in P such that R' is contained in the point-set interior of R. Suppose that ƒ : P->D is a proper, locally flat embedding such thatf\R is PL. Then, there is a proper embedding g: P->D such that (1) g\ (R'VP) =/| (R'VP), and (2) g\(R'KJp)isPL.
Of course the above conjectures are true whenever k<n/2 simply by general position. It follows easily by techniques of Homma that rj 2 is true whenever kS(2/S)n -l and it follows from Berkowitz's modification of those techniques announced in [l] that rj 2 is true whenever &<(3/4)w -1. However, this conjecture has such a simple setting that it should follow in codimension three by a more straightforward approach. PROPOSITION [4] show that oe(n, k) is true whenever M = 0, i.e., co(n, -1) is true. Also it should be pointed out that Siebenmann and Sondow [7] have shown that for n^5, there is a PL(n -2)-sphere K in S n and a (topological) homeomorphism h: S n ->S n such that h\ K is PL and for which there is no PL homeomorphism g: S n ->S n such that g\ K=*h\ K. However, K is not locally flat in S n in these examples. 
